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The Roman historian Ammianus Marcellinus wrote about the 
declining Roman Empire:  

“Centers of learning are now filled with ridiculous 
amusements…and the libraries are closed forever like 
so many graves.” Of the powerful upper class, that 
they “fall away into error and vice.”  Of the lower 
classes, that “some spend the whole night in the wine 
shops…or else they play at dice.”  And he was alarmed 
about external threats to the empire, such as the Huns,  
who he feared could “force their way through all 
obstacles.”

WEAKENED ARMY

Beginning in the 3rd Century C.E. men began to enlist 
simply to gain weapons and spoils

Loyalty once again went to the generals not Rome

Generals fought one with another causing Rome to have at 
least 26 emperors in 50 years.  All but one was assassinated.

Germanic tribes started to take over the borderlands

Eventually Rome hired MERCENARIES, hired foreign 
soldiers, from the outlying provinces and Germanic tribes 
who didn’t care about Rome

SMALLER POPULATION

Combination of warfare, famine, a declining birthrate, and 
plagues reduced the population from 50 million to 
30 million in 200 years

Fewer people meant fewer soldiers for the army

Fewer people meant lower tax revenues

Armies were not large enough to defend the empire

Roads and bridges were not repaired which slowed down trade

Less money to buy food for the poor in the cities

Fewer people meant fewer farmers to grow food

OPPRESSIVE GOVERNMENT

Raised taxes to crippling levels and seized goods from citizens

To pay for putting down rebellions in the provinces and 
defending the border, 

Many merchants, artisans, and public officials went broke

The government forced people to serve the state by repairing 
roads and bridges without pay

OPPRESSIVE GOVERNMENT

DIOCLETIAN (284-306) 

Tried to save the empire by imposing a strong one-man rule

Forced farmers to stay on their farms

Forced artisans to stay in their trade and their children to 
follow their father in the trade

Constantine (306-337) would continue the same policies
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DECLINING FARMS AND CITIES

Revolts and internal conflict destroyed large areas of farming 
and killed many farmers

Many farmers left their land to seek their fortune in the army

Heavy taxes drove many farmers out of business

Harvests declined causing food shortages in the cities

Patricians buy or take abandoned farm lands building giant 
private estates

Patricians leave the cities behind, taking their leadership, for
the safety of their fortified estates

STAGNANT ECONOMY

Use of slaves left few jobs for landless farmers and the city poor 

People had no money to buy goods, slowing down business 

Fighting in the provinces disrupted trade and tax collection

STAGNANT ECONOMY

Diocletian divided the empire into east and west halves to 
make it easier to rule

He fixed prices for goods and services to try to slow down 
INFLATION, the rapid rise of prices

Constantine built the city of CONSTANTINOPLE as the 
capital of the eastern empire

The western empire could not rely upon trade, food, financial 
or military aid from the east.  Wealth in the western empire 
dried up when no new lands were conquered and the spoils 
disappeared

LOSS OF CONFIDENCE

With all the internal and external problems Rome faced, 
people’s faith was shaken in the idea of Rome’s superiority

People began thinking only of their needs and security

People began neglecting their responsibility of service to the 
empire

The people felt that the decaying empire was not worth 
defending

Different parts of the empire made alliances with those who 
would eventually conquer them

ROMAN HERITAGE

LANGUAGE Latin becomes the universal language of 
educated people

Latin is the basis of the Italian, French, 
Spanish, Portuguese, Romanian 
(ROMANCE LANGUAGES) and parts of 
the English languages
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ROMAN HERITAGE

LAW European and North and South American 
legal systems are based upon Roman 
traditions

Principles, such as innocent until proven 
guilty, come from Roman law

UNITED EUROPE Many countries have tried to maintain 
unity through language, laws and 
Christianity

European Union and European Economic 
Community are the latest attempts


